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China central bank chief  warns of  Minsky moment (FT, OCT 2017) 

• (2017) Deuda 2,5 veces superior al PBI 

• Nivel de endeudamiento convertido 
en un hard topic (IMF - BIS),  

• ORIGEN: programa de estimulo fiscal  

• Expansión del crédito: MENOR 
EFICIENCIA 
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Still, there is no consensus regarding the debt threshold beyond which credit busts and 
compromised growth prospects become more likely. Estimates vary significantly across studies 
(Cecchetti et al., 2011; Kumar and Woo, 2010; Baum et al., 2013; Reinhart and Rogoff, 2010). Yet 
a number of studies raise concerns about China’s credit boom. Cecchetti et at (2011) estimate the 
threshold for corporate debt at about 90 percent of GDP for OECD countries (China’s corporate 
debt—excluding local government financing vehicles—was 135 percent of GDP in 2016). 
Dell’Ariccia et al. (2016) found that the longer and sharper the credit expansion, the greater the 
likelihood of a disruptive adjustment, such as a financial crisis, a severe growth contraction, or both. 
These studies suggest that China’s credit boom—one of the largest and longest lasting globally—
could have a substantial negative impact on growth and financial stability.  

The paper is organized as follows. Following the discussion of recent China’s credit 
developments in Section II, we analyze the drivers of this credit growth focusing on monetary 
policy and industrial structure in Section III. Section IV discusses several reasons why the current 
credit boom in China is worrisome. We discuss whether various China-specific factors can 
potentially prevent the current trajectory from leading to a disorderly adjustment in Section V. 
Policy recommendations to deflate the credit boom without precipitating a crisis are presented in 
Section VI. Section VII concludes.  
 
 

II.   CHINA’S CREDIT DEVELOPMENTS 

Credit surged since the GFC. China’s nonfinancial sector domestic credit-to-GDP ratio was stable 
at around 135 percent before the GFC. Large fiscal stimulus in response to the GFC pushed this 
ratio higher before it stabilized at about 170 percent in 2011. 
However, over the last five years, domestic nominal credit to the 
nonfinancial sector has more than doubled, and the domestic 
nonfinancial sector credit-to-GDP ratio rose to about 235 percent of 
GDP as of end-2016.2 During this period, the efficiency of credit 
expansion has increasingly deteriorated, pointing to growing 
resource misallocation. In 2007-08, about RMB 6½ trillion of new 
credit was needed to raise nominal GDP by about RMB 5 trillion per 
year. In 2015-16, it took more than RMB 20 trillion in new credit for 
the same nominal GDP growth.  

Some sectors, firms, and regions take more than their “fair” share and use credit relatively 
inefficiently. More credit has been allocated to service sectors in recent years and credit is now 
broadly evenly distributed between industrial and service sectors. But due to continued deterioration 
in credit efficiency in the industrial sector, this credit contributed only about one-fifth of GDP, 
while the more-efficient service sector contributed more than two thirds of GDP in 2016. State 
enterprises account for less than a half of total stock of credit in industrial sectors as of end-2016, 
down from about 60 percent before the GFC. However, these enterprises still account for about half 

                                              
2 See Box 1 for more details on how to measure total domestic nonfinancial sector credit in China. 

Credit Intensity: more credit is needed to create value added



TENSIONES DEL VIEJO MODELO

• El ex-Premier WEN JIABAO planteaba en 2007 que “el mayor problema 
de la crecimiento económico de China es que este resulta inestable, des 
balanceado, poco coordinado y insostenible”.  

• Se planteaba así la importancia de ir hacia un nuevo modelo de 
desarrollo pero, de pronto la CFG vino a alterar el sendero 

• A fin de salir de la crisis, el gobierno lanza un ambicioso paquete fiscal - 
cuyos fondos serán canalizados x fuera del sistema bancario tradicional 

• Fondos reforzaron el rol de la inversión, aunque muchas de las 
decisiones resultaron perjudiciales 

• Gobiernos locales re-ganan protagonismo en la ola de inversiones post 
crisis (Deuda respaldada x tierras públicas, créditos para infraestructura) 



TENSIONES

1. Entre la autoridad central y las autoridades locales y 
regionales 

2. Al seno del sistema financiero 

3. En el entramado productivo, confrontando empresas 
privadas y SOEs 

• Todas estas tensiones refleja la puja que subyace en el cambio 
de modelo - donde prima el mercado interno y la competencia 

• Independientemente del nivel de endeudamiento, la 
resolución del tema marcará la suerte del nuevo modelo - 
aquel impulsado x la autoridad central



TENSION 1  
Política crediticia & entramado productivo

• Mayor parte del crédito al sector corporativo 
(real estate & construction) 

• Crédito otorgado x SOBs a SOEs  

• Represión financiera (asignación de créditos): 
desconoce salud financiera de sus clientes 

• Financiamiento: dirigido a re-financiar deuda (firmas 
zombie) 

• Creciente número de NPLs 

• Disponibilidad (fondos): uso ineficiente, sobre-
inversión  

• Caída en tasa de retorno y productividad, conlleva a la 
pérdida de competitividad de la economía 

• Empresas “apañadas” por los gobiernos locales 

• Boom inmobiliario

Should China Deleverage?
Jun 29, 2017 | YU YONGDING

BEIJING – China’s mounting debt problem recently moved into the spotlight when

Moody’s downgraded the country’s sovereign rating. But was the downgrade really

warranted?

Though China’s overall debt-to-GDP ratio is not an outlier among emerging-market

economies, and its levels of household and government debt are moderate, its corporate

debt-to-GDP ratio, at 170%, is the highest in the world, twice as large as that of the United

States. China’s corporate leverage (debt-to-equity) ratio is also very high, and rising.

A high and rising debt-to-GDP ratio, which goes hand in hand with a high and rising

leverage ratio, can lead to financial crisis through three channels. The first is the

deterioration of the quality of financial institutions’ assets, and the decline in the price of

those assets. With institutions forced by mark-to-market accounting to write off an equal
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of new credit while their profitability is much lower and cumulative value added growth has been 
only about a half of that of private enterprises. 

     

Another indicator of deteriorating credit efficiency can be seen 
in provincial GDPs. The contribution to national industrial output 
of five provinces located in the Northeast with heavy exposure to 
mining sectors has declined in recent years, but their relative shares 
of credit in industrial sectors remain broadly constant, implying 
that a significant amount of new credit is still flowing into these 
provinces, despite falling productivity. Hence, credit efficiency in 
these provinces deteriorated significantly, compared to the national 
average, and especially relative to those provinces with more focus 
on service sectors.  

 

III.   DRIVERS OF CHINA’S CREDIT GROWTH 

To better assess the sustainability and potential risks from the credit boom, we analyzed 
determinants of private sector credit growth in China. We adopt a standard time-series model of 
private credit determinants with the following specifications; data are quarterly observations from 
2008Q4 to 2016Q4:  

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝑔𝑔𝐶𝐶𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑡𝑡
= 𝛽𝛽0 + 𝛽𝛽1×𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝑔𝑔𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶  𝑔𝑔𝐶𝐶𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑡𝑡 + 𝛽𝛽2×𝐺𝐺𝐷𝐷𝐺𝐺 𝑔𝑔𝐶𝐶𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑡𝑡−1               
+ 𝛽𝛽3×𝐺𝐺𝐶𝐶𝑔𝑔𝑔𝑔𝐶𝐶ℎ 𝑓𝑓𝑔𝑔𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶  𝑓𝑓 𝑦𝑦𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶 𝑓𝑓ℎ𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡                                    
+ 𝛽𝛽4×𝐶𝐶ℎ𝑓𝑓𝑎𝑎𝑔𝑔𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎 𝑏𝑏𝐶𝐶𝑎𝑎𝑓𝑓ℎ𝑚𝑚𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐷𝐷𝑔𝑔𝐷𝐷𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝛽𝛽5×𝑁𝑁𝐺𝐺𝑁𝑁 𝐶𝐶𝑓𝑓𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶𝑔𝑔𝑡𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝜀𝑡𝑡 

Growth rate of deposits captures the supply of loanable funds, lagged GDP growth measures the 
overall strength of the economy (lagged variable is used to avoid the problem of reverse causality), 
and the growth forecast a year ahead (proxied by consensus forecast) captures the demand outlook.  
The change in benchmark deposit rate is used as a proxy for the overall monetary policy stance 
(lagged variable is used to allow for the lag in monetary policy) and the NPL ratio is used to capture 
the health of the banking system.  

     

Credit Intensity for 2012-16: Credit is less efficiently used 
in industrial and construction sectors

     

More new credit allocation to state owned enterprises in 
industrial sectors…

     

… but more value added by private sector. 

     

Credit Intensity: Less efficient use of credit in some 
provinces
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The chapter proceeds as follows. The next section discusses trends in aggregate 
corporate debt in China and provides a comparison with the evidence from 
listed companies. Section three undertakes a decomposition of listed company 
leverage to consider in detail the main compositional drivers after 2008. Section 
four describes the data and empirical strategies we use to consider the firm-level 
determinants of leverage, and quantifies the degree of persistence in capital 
structure decisions, and section five concludes.

Recent trends in Chinese corporate debt 
and leverage 
The debt of non-financial companies in China increased rapidly in the wake 
of the Global Financial Crisis (GFC) and has accounted for most of the increase 
in economy-wide indebtedness since 2008 (Figure 12.1). Although official 
statistics are not available at a sectoral level, Bank for International Settlements 
(BIS) estimates suggest that non-financial corporations’ debt grew by more than 
30 per cent in year-ended terms in 2009 and that growth has averaged almost 
20 per cent since 2010. Other estimates, such as official broad credit aggregates 
(‘total social financing’ adjusted for lending to households and equity issuance 
by corporations), show similar trends. Although there is debate regarding the 
extent to which lending after 2008 favoured state-owned firms rather than 
the private sector, bank lending to SOEs is widely assumed to have been an 
important driver of the rapid growth of credit during this period (Lardy 2012). 

Figure 12.1 China: Ratio of debt to GDP by sector
Sources: Authors’ calculations; BIS (2016); IMF (2015a).
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estate companies have reduced their leverage steadily in recent years, whereas 
there has been substantial growth in both the assets and the leverage of private 
real estate firms. 

The relative increase in the leverage of state industrial firms has coincided with 
a deterioration in their profitability relative to private firms as measured by 
profits as a share of assets (Figure 12.5). For the construction and real estate 
industries, the data suggest that private firms have been consistently more 
profitable than SOEs. Private sector profitability across the sector for which 
data are available has fallen in recent years, but remains above the level for the 
broader corporate sector.

Figure 12.4 China: Corporate leverage by industry and ownership/control 
(ratio of liabilities to assets)
Note: Data are available to 2015 for industrial firms, to 2014 for real estate firms and to 2013 
for construction firms. 

Sources: Authors’ calculations; CEIC Data.
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Figure 12.5 China: Return on assets by industry (profit, relative to assets)
Note: Data are available to 2015 for industrial firms, to 2014 for real estate firms and to 2013 
for construction firms. 
Sources: Authors’ calculations; CEIC Data.

Evidence from listed companies
Official data are drawn from large surveys, but only limited disaggregated 
information is publicly available. In the absence of firm-level data for the 
broader corporate sector, listed company data can be consulted to shed light on 
the financing behaviour of a subset of non-financial companies. We construct 
our sample of listed firms by combining data from the China Securities Markets 
and Accounting Research Database (CSMAR) and the Wind Financial Terminal 
database, encompassing firms’ reported balance sheet, cash flow and income 
statements. Our sample is a panel of more than 2,000 firms listed on the Shanghai 
and Shenzhen stock exchanges for the years 2000 to 2014, with estimates for 
2015 based on data up to the September quarter of that year. As financial firms 
typically have markedly different capital structures to non-financial companies, 
we exclude all firms with Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) 
classifications corresponding to the banking, diversified financial services, 
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TENSION 2  
Financiamiento del gobierno local

• Tension (Gob. Central - Gob. Locales) surge al poco tiempo de 
iniciadas las reformas, y retoma en 1994 cuando se establece un 
nuevo esquema de participación 

• En forma paralela, GC reduce la capacidad de endeudamiento del 
GLs 

• PERO, el modelo basado en INVERSION siempre presentó una  
restricción presupuestaria de tipo SOFT 

• y GLs salieron a buscar nuevas fuentes de financiamiento  

• Deuda respaldada x TIERRA PUBLICAS (sin necesidad de aprobación 
del MinFin - GC).  

• Valor de garantías en mercados sujetos a patrones de auge & caídas. 
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most indebted state governments have a debt-to-local 

GDP ranging from about 22 percent (Kentucky) to 27 

percent (New York).4 

Figure 2: Size of Total Local Debt Relative to China GDP 

 

Local debt totals almost doubled between 2008 and 2009 

when China undertook a RMB 4 trillion fiscal stimulus 

plan to counteract the negative impact of the global 

financial crisis on its economy. That plan emphasized 

infrastructure investment, large-scale engineering 

projects and social welfare housing construction. Over 60 

percent of funding for those projects came from local 

governments. At that time, the central government 

encouraged local governments to establish more local 

government financing vehicles (LGFVs).  

Statistical overview. A 2013 NAO report provides a 

snapshot of some key features of local debt, including 

debtor identities, financing channels, funds usage, and 

debt maturities for all local debt outstanding raised 

through June of that year.  

Figure 3a shows that LGFVs are the largest single 

borrowing vehicles. Local government agencies often use 

LGFVs as a tool to finance the gap between desired 

expenditures and revenues. A sponsoring local 

government backs the debt issued by LGFVs, either 

directly or indirectly. Many local government agencies 

shift land resources to LGFVs to serve as collateral, or 

pledge future government fiscal revenues when LGFVs 

borrow from capital markets.  

4 Source: http://bit.ly/1PaEiVP. 
5 Bonds include those issued by local government agencies and 
corporate bonds issued by LGFVs and SOEs. The category “Others” 
includes financing channels such as private institutional and individual 

Local government agencies also borrow. However, past 

Chinese law forbade most local government agencies 

from directly issuing bonds in the capital market or 

borrowing from banks. Those eligible to issue bonds 

would be required to go through a strict approval process 

administered by the Ministry of Finance for a chance at a 

small quota to be distributed. Circumventing those 

restrictions incentivizes local governments to borrow 

through LGFVs and SOEs. 

Figure 3a: Debtor Identity 

 

 

Figure 3b shows the most important lenders to local 

governments are commercial banks and government-run 

financial institutions such as the China Development 

Bank. Other financing channels include build and transfer 

(BT) financing, bonds, and trust companies.5 

Figure 3b: Financing Channel 

 

The actual share of financing coming from the banking 

system exceeds the reported percentage because banks 

also establish off-balance-sheet structures to finance 

loans, deferred payment, borrowing through non-bank financial 
institutions (investment banks, insurance companies, etc.), transferred 
proceeds of sovereign debt, financial leases and social fund raising. 
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and waste disposal businesses. For example, the Capital Group created 
Beijing Capital Waste Management NZ in 2014 in New Zealand and ECO 
Industrial Environmental Engineering in 2015 in Singapore, both of which 
are in the solid waste disposal industry.15

The second sample LFV is the Beijing State-Owned Assets Manage-
ment Company (BSAM), which owns the main facilities built for the 2008 
Beijing Olympics, including the National Stadium (Bird’s Nest) and the 
National Aquatics Center (Water Cube). BSAM also has subsidiaries in 
the financial industry, in real estate development, and in manufacturing. 
For example, BSAM owns a large stake of the Bank of Beijing and the 
Beijing Automotive Group. The latter company is the primary investor in 
several car manufacturers, including a joint venture with Hyundai (Beijing 
Hyundai Motor). Only the debt used to build the sports facilities in Beijing 
should be counted as official debt, whereas the debt in the Wind database 
includes that incurred by all BSAM’s subsidiaries.

Figure 5 plots the number of bond-issuing LFVs in the Wind database. 
As can be seen, there were only a small number of bond-issuing LFVs 

Source: Wind database.
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Figure 5. The Number of Bond-Issuing Local Financing Vehicles, 2006–15

15. The other recently established subsidiaries—Qinhuangdao Capital Star Light Tech-
nology and Beijing Capital Boom-Sound Science & Technology—manufacture pollution 
control equipment.
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before the fiscal stimulus. But after the controls over LFVs were lifted in  
early 2009, the number of these off-balance-sheet companies soared, and 
had doubled by 2010. The number of bond-issuing LFVs continued to grow 
after the end of the stimulus program, increasing from 1,200 in 2010 to 
about 1,700 by 2013. We remind the reader that the data given in figure 5 
only include those LFVs that issue bonds. According to the audit con-
ducted by the NAO, there were 7,170 LFVs in June 2013. Of these, about 
1,700 issued bonds, implying that about 5,400 LFVs were not in the Wind 
database that year.

Figure 6 presents the total debt of bond-issuing LFVs in the Wind 
database and the total official debt of all LFVs in the NAO’s reports.16 
There are limited data on official debt for all LFVs since 2013. In a 
press conference on May 26, 2016, Finance Minister Lou Jiwei said 
that the stock of local government debt stood at 16 trillion yuan at the 
end of 2015. But this number cited by Lou only refers to the debt that 
local governments are legally obliged to repay (this is called “direct  

Sources: Authors’ calculations; NAO (2011, 2013); Wind database. 
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Figure 6. The Total Debt of Local Financing Vehicles, 2007–15

16. The NAO’s 2013 report only gives the stock of debt at end of June 2013. We impute 
the stock of debt at the end of 2013 by doubling the change in stock from the end of 
2012 to the end of June 2013. The debt in 2014 is set equal to the average of that in 2013 
and 2015.
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Figure 6 presents the “true” stock of LFV debt imputed via this method 
(the solid line). The gap between this number and the official debt reported 
by the NAO (the dashed line) is the stock of debt of the LFVs’ commercial 
subsidiaries. The difference in 2015 is very large—official debt stood at 
23 trillion yuan, but our estimate of LFVs’ true debt is about 45 trillion 
yuan. In turn, the gap between the true stock of LFV debt and the debt in 
the Wind data is simply due to the fact that the Wind data do not include the 
large number of small LFVs.

Figure 7 presents the change in the debt for each year implied by  
the stock of debt shown in figure 6. The change in the debt reported by the 
NAO represents LFVs’ spending on official projects, most of which are 
infrastructure projects. For example, LFVs’ official borrowing increases 
from 1 trillion yuan in 2008 to an average of 2.5 trillion yuan in 2009 and 
2010. The bulk of official LFVs’ borrowing in these two years was likely 
for spending under the stimulus program. Specifically, assuming that the 
stock of off-balance-sheet debt would have remained constant as a share of 
GDP in the absence of the stimulus program, local governments borrowed 
an additional 3.6 trillion yuan in 2009 and 2010 through off-balance-sheet 
entities. When we add 3.6 trillion yuan in off-balance-sheet spending to the 

Sources: Authors’ calculations; NAO (2011, 2013); Wind database. 
a. Debt accumulation is defined as the change in debt for the calendar year. 
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LGFVs: Financiamiento no presupuestario

• Local Government Financial Vehicles 
(LGFVs) permiten financiar por fuera 
del presupuesto,  

• Orientado (básicamente) a inversión en 
vivienda y obras de infraestructura  

• Instrumento utiliza a la tierra pública o 
SOEs como garantía para obtener 
financiamiento de bancos, mercado de 
bonos y consumidores 

• PERO, sector totalmente desregulado: 
LGFVs fuera  de la ley financiera  

• Asimiladas como SOEs, ello le permitió 
ignorar el presupuesto público - 
mismo, mantener los registros 
contables fear del escrutinio del 
público

 5 

Local government’s recourse to off-budget 
spending is best viewed in the context of China’s 
fiscal system. Following the 1994 
intergovernmental fiscal reform, the central 
government’s share of total fiscal revenue 
increased from less than 30 percent to around 
50 percent in 2012.4 Yet no significant change in 
expenditure assignments was made. Without a 
rule to guide the distribution of intergovernmental 
expenditure responsibilities, higher level 
governments have more flexibility to offload obligations to lower levels. Local governments are 
now responsible for much of infrastructure investment, service delivery, and social spending, 
which together account for about 85 percent of total expenditure. Local governments also have 
few own revenue resources and little discretion over tax rates and policy, which makes them 
increasingly reliant on central government transfers. However, these transfers mainly cover 
current spending, leaving a smaller margin to finance infrastructure spending.  

Local governments, meanwhile, are for the 
most part prohibited from borrowing, at least 
through the budget. As a result, they have relied 
extensively on off-budget mechanisms to 
finance priority spending, and in particular 
infrastructure investment. In simple terms, the 
local government would create a company that 
would then borrow from banks, trust companies, 
or the bond market. These companies, referred 
to as Local Government Financing Vehicles 
(LGFVs)—or, urban development investment corporations or local government financing 
platforms—are generally created explicitly for the purpose of financing infrastructure. 
Financed projects may have some source of revenue, such as road tolls or usage fees for a 
water treatment facility, but quite often not enough to meet future debt servicing needs. And, 
important for our purposes, LGFVs are established for the sole purpose of infrastructure 
spending and are distinguishable from local state-owned enterprises (SOEs) in Chinese 
statistics. This allows the LGFVs to be identified as distinct—at least for statistical 
purposes—from other SOEs.  

As part of the 2009 stimulus, investment spending accelerated significantly. This included 
infrastructure spending, which was consistent with both the government’s goal to support 
growth and advance urbanization. Indeed, urbanization has been an important source of 

                                                 
4 See Fedelino (2004) for a discussion of China’s fiscal reform. 
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VALOR INMUEBLES: EVOLUCIÓN RECIENTE

Figure 1: Chinese National Real Land Price Index
35 Markets, Constant Quality Series

(Quarterly: 2004q1 – 2015q3)(Q y q q )
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Figure 3: Chinese Regional Real Land Price Index
East, Middle and West Regions, Constant Quality Series

(Semi‐annually: 2004h1 – 2015h1)(Semi annually: 2004h1  2015h1)
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VIVIENDAS: EVOLUCIÓN PRECIOS, PRINCIPALES CIUDADES

55+
+

Figure+5:+Housing+Price+Indices+for+First<Tier+Cities+

This+figure+depicts+the+monthly+housing+price+indices+in+four+separate+panels+for+the+four+first<tier+cities<<Beijing,+
Shanghai,+Guangzhou,+and+Shenzhen<<+together+with+two+measures+of+households’+purchasing+power:+per+capita+GRP+
and+disposable+income+(urban).+Per+capita+GRP+measures+the+per+capita+value+of+output+in+the+whole+city+and+per+
capita+disposable+income+(urban)+measures+the+per+capita+income+received+by+urban+residents+of+the+city."
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TENSION 3  
Al seno del Sector financiero x crecimiento 

de banca a las sombras (BALS)

• BALS centrada en la banca 

 EXPANSION   

• Paquete fiscal entusiasmo a los 4 grandes / antes 

mercado asociado a banca local (comercial & joint-

stocks),  

• Política monetaria restrictiva (disminuye tasa de 

crecimiento M2) comenzada en 2010 coincide con la 

explosión del esquema BALS



BANCA A LAS 
SOMBRAS, con 

características CHINAS

• Origen y Destino 

• Origen: Inversores Institucionales - Individuos - Depositantes 

• Destino: Nuevo tramado financiero asiste (financieramente) a los GLs (a través de los 
LGFP), a SOEs, que exhiben sobre-capacidad instalada & falta de competitividad), y a los 
desarrolladores inmobiliarios 

• INSTRUMENTOS - básicamente,  

• WMPs (WEALTH MANAGEMENT PRODUCTS), adoptado x bancos e inversores por su 
alto retorno. Con los fondos obtenidos, banca invierte en bonos municipales (LGFVs), los 
que a su vez se destinan a cancelar la deuda per-existente. 

• ENTRUSTED LOANS, crédito entre empresas, asociadas o no asociadas

País US$ trillones % PBI

China 2,1 26 %

USA 26,0 167 %

Mundo 71,0 117 %

Fuente: Sheen & Soon (2016)  / Datos originados en FSB, con valores a 2012
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See Section 4 for a more detailed description of the shadow banking instruments depicted in the stylised shadow banking map. 
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Figure 7. Financial Intermediation through the Shadow Banking System 

 

 
 

Notes: ABS = asset-backed securities; ABCP = asset-backed commercial paper; SPV = special-purpose vehicle 
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circumvent regulations. With the very low interest rate environment, banks, though having 
plenty of liquidity, have suffered from lower operational profits. Large enterprises that have 
good access to credit also looked for opportunities to get higher returns. At the other end of 
the spectrum, private firms and smaller enterprises were hungry for credits. Sometimes, they 
could only get credit on time through shadow banking channels. Therefore slow economic 
growth and shrinking global demand as well as the fiscal stimulus have sowed the seeds for 
off balance sheet financial activities.  

 
The estimate of the size of China’s shadow financing was more than 40 trillion yuan in 

2015,20  nearly two-thirds of GDP. While bank loans seemed to decline in the past years, 
shadow credit went through a steady increase between 2006 and 2008 and a fast expansion 
since 2009. Adding this to the total debt would certainly drive up China’s debt to GDP ratio 
by an important margin.  

 
 

 

 
Wealth Management Products (WMP) are the main instrument for shadow banking. 

WMPs are debt-like instruments offered at interest rates higher than those of the normal bank 
loans. Most importantly, in many cases they could be repackaged so that they would not be 
shown in the issuers and owners’ balance sheets as WMPs would not appear as regular loans 
but as investment and categorised as “investment receivables”. This way WMPs can avoid 
being accounted for when calculating bank reserve requirements. For instance, if a bank sells 
WMPs to another bank, then purchases it at the interbank market, the WMP sold even one 
day ago could be qualified as bank asset instead of a liability. The banks could win on three 
fronts, i.e. higher operation profits, report higher capital adequacy ratios and also less money 
put aside for capital requirements. Typically WMPs are of short maturities. The reason for 
                                                           
20 IMF, Global Financial Stability Report (October 2016).  
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their fast increase is mainly due to the urge of banks and investors including household bank 
depositors to search for higher returns in a low interest rate environment since the global 
financial crisis. It is an important way for banks to circumvent the capped interest rates which 
the central bank introduced to avoid interest rate wars among banks. It is a creative way for 
banks to maintain decent returns and market share during the period of loose monetary policy 
pursued by the government because of slowing global and domestic economic growth. 
Interest rate in China was around 2 percent those days.  Instead of interest rates wars, banks, 
in particular small and medium-sized banks have been using shadow banking as an effective 
weapon to attract customers with the promise of higher yields (around 5 percent, thus 2-3 
percent higher than bank deposits).  

 
WMPs have rocketed from 4.1 percent of the total bank deposits in 2010 to 17.5 

percent in the second quarter of 2016 amounting to RMB 26.3 trillion according to China 
Government Securities Depository Trust & Clearing Co. Ltd (Figure 8). 

 
 

 

 

Seeing the potential risks of WMPs, the central bank tried to rein the large banks first of 
all. Since 2015, large banks have been restricted to issue WMPs as they are requested to show 
them on their balance sheet. However, small and medium sized banks in various provinces 
continued to increase issuing WMPs aggressively. 
 

In January 2016 the Ministry of Finance announced its plan to include WMPs in the 
measuring of credit growth which means WMPs will be required to be reported in banks’ 
balance sheets. From the first quarter of 2017, China’s central bank, PBoC, started to include 
assets behind WMPs in its Macro-Prudential Assessment (MPA). Thus, WMPs are being 
included in assessing bank risks. The China Banking Regulatory Commission will require 
banks to set aside capital for provisioning for WMPs. It is expected that more stringent 
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admissible design of WMPs.18 By the end of 2016, the share of non-guaranteed WMPs 
in total outstanding WMPs reached almost 80% (Graph 1, left-hand panel). 

Most WMPs are closed-ended, meaning that they have a definite life cycle and 
investors have to subscribe during specific periods. They accounted for around 57% 
of outstanding balances in mid-2016. In the case of open-ended WMPs, investors can 
subscribe and redeem at any time (Credit Suisse (2014)). Open-ended WMPs have 
risen to 43% in mid-2016 from 35% at the end of 2014. Importantly, only a small share 
of outstanding WMPs (6% in mid-2016) are open-ended instruments where regular 
information on the net asset value (NAV) of the underlying assets is available. In all 
other cases, investors typically do not have timely information on the value of the 
underlying assets (non-NAV WMPs). In this sense, WMPs are a relatively opaque 
savings instruments compared to bank deposits or debt securities. 

WMP sources of funds: breakdown by product types and investor types 

Per cent of total WMP asset balance Graph 1

WMP product types  WMP investor types1 
At end-2014 At end-2016  

 

  

1  Monthly data between June 2016 and December 2016 was not available. 

Sources: China Central Depository & Clearing Co., Ltd. (www.chinawealth.com.cn); authors’ calculations. 

 

A major part of the funding for WMPs comes from individual investors, but their 
share has declined in recent years (Graph 1, right-hand panel). At the same time, the 
share of interbank WMPs has risen rapidly since the second quarter of 2015. This 
signals a shift in the use of WMPs from providing an alternative savings instrument 
to savers towards supporting the more complex forms of ”structured” shadow credit 
intermediation (see Section 4.2.3). By the end of 2016, about 53% of WMP funds were 
obtained from retail investors and wealthy individuals through private banking, down 

 
18 Recently, the PBOC strengthened its Macroprudential Assessment (MPA) framework. Under the MPA 

framework, a bank's capital adequacy requirement is determined by the growth of a broad range of 
credit assets. Since the first quarter of 2017 this also includes off-balance sheet WMPs. According to 
Moody’s (2017c), newly proposed regulations envisage that “asset management products with 
implicit guarantee features will be regulated as bank deposits and originating entities need to pay 
deposit reserve and deposit insurance premium”. But the proposed regulations are not expected to 
take effect before mid-2019. 
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EL PROBLEMA DE FONDO:  
LA MARCHA HACIA UN SISTEMA FINANCIERO DE 

MERCADO

• Sector financiero el único que aún no ha completado su proceso de 
transición - aún cuando su dinámica influye (y mucho) al resto de la 
economía 

• Aunque más tímida, la represión sigue estando presente: tasa de i 
sobre depósitos x debajo SHIBOR (tasa) al tiempo que beneficia a 
SOEs en los créditos  

• Aparición BALS graduó proceso de apertura: no se liberalizó mercado 
tradicional, pero se introdujeron una serie de instrumentos x fuera 
hoja de balance 

• BALS capta recursos sobrantes (inversores en busca de rendimiento) y 
canaliza fondos a sectores relegados (empresas que no calificaban)



TAMAÑO DEL SHADOW BANKING 
(DATOS A FINES 2012)

Institution US$ Trilones % PBI

FSB 2,1 25,6

IMF 2,5 a 3,3 30 a 40

CBRC 1,2 14,6

CASS 3,3 39,5

FGI 3,6 43,3

ANZ 3,7 45,1

Moody´s 4,6 56,1

JP Morgan 5,8 70,1

RBS 4,7 57,3

S&P 4 48 a 61

Rango 1,2 a 5,8 14 a 70



EL PROBLEMA DE FONDO (CONT.)

• La guía tradicional (“cruzar el río sintiendo las piedras”) resulta complejo de replicar 
en la transición financiera 

• Ello porque los atores económicos pueden fácilmente desacreditar la política si la 
consideran inapropiada: el ajuste es inmediato 

• Mientras que en el sector real la relevancia del mercado puede ir creciendo 
gradualmente, evitando así los costos que impone un cambio abrupto, tal cualidad 
no siempre puede garantizarse al momento de liberar el sector financiero. 

• Y dicha complejidad se incrementará con el tiempo, a medida que se avance con la 
profundización financiera:  

• Al tener más opciones, los agentes pueden rápidamente desandar posiciones y avanzar en 
una dirección que la autoridad monetaria considera inapropiada.  

• Por caso, ir a buscar financiamiento al mercado de equity o de bonos, alejados del control 
directo del gobierno central como actualmente resulta la banca. 



RESOLUCIÓN DEL PROBLEMA

• Consenso sobre la necesidad de cambio el modelo de acumulación 

• PERO, a priori, el problema no resulta tan grave  

• CHINA califica aún como EMEs, creciendo a tasas del 6 - 7 % (lo cual le permite diluir 
NPLs) 

• Elevada tasa de AHORRO domestico  

• DEUDA G es aún manejable (Reservas FX + Controles de Capital), gobierno no enfrenta 
riesgo de crisis cambiaria 

• Deuda Pública: se encuentra en niveles aceptables ó se está frente 
a una bomba de tiempo? 

Pese a todo, el G decidió avanzar con la resolución del mismo



Monetario  & Regulación Financiera Política Fiscal Política Industrial

(2009) CBRC comienza a limitar la operatoria del sector

(2014) Resolución 43, limita 
venta & establece guías p/ 

supervisar deuda local 
[incorporada al presupuesto, a 
fin de limitar endeudamiento)

SASAC plantea abrir el capital al 
mercado accionario, aumentar  

competetividad
(2010) PBC introduce MPPs

(2016) MinFin obliga a la banca a considerar la tenencias 
en su hoja de balance

(2016) PBC obliga a entidades financieras a re-clasificar 
activos fuera del balance y considerarlos como fondos de 

inversión x cobrar (activado en HB)

Mecanismo SWAP p/transformar 
deuda en participación accionaria

(2017) PBC prohibe a bancos otorgar garantías a los 
tenedores de WPMs 

(2018) Prohibición a los bancos de agrupar préstamos en 
WMPs, ya que ello otorga una garantía implícita a activos de 

alto rendimiento  - Refuerza requerimiento de CAPITAL 
(BASILEA III)

(2015) Autoriza a emitir bonos en el 
mercado de capitales (y deben ser 
incluidos en el presupuesto local)  
A partir de ahora, deuda local en 

BONOS. 
Mejora la transparencia / Dinamiza 

el mercado de capitales 

(2018) Decisión de crear una nueva autoridad regulatoria 
(Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission), a fin de 
evitar el arbitraje entre mercado bancario y e industria de 

segurosa arbitration

Cerrar empresas que califiquen 
como inviables



FRENTE A LOS CAMBIOS, REAL ESTATE CAMBIA DE FUENTE
. . . and so do banks 
Bank lending to the property sector began slowing last year as regulators moved against a surge in
mortgage loans which resulted from economic stimulus in early 2016. Although outstanding
mortgage loans rose a heady 14.4 per cent at the end of 2017, this was less than half the growth of
the previous year. On the other hand, bank loans to real estate developers increased 16.7 per cent
to Rmb8.3tn, nearly double the pace of the previous year. This, in part, reflected loans coming back
on to bank books as regulators cracked down on off-balance-sheet lending structures. 

The focus of regulatory scrutiny is now expanding to take in direct lending to developers: 

In January, the Hangzhou branch of China Zheshang Bank was hit with a Rmb200,000 fine for
illegal real estate development lending. This message is getting across to banks, which are
suspending loans to real estate developers. 

Why bonds are back
Property developers will need to adjust to a more constrained financing environment as the
government tries to lower the sector’s leverage ratio. Regulators are taking a nuanced approach,
allowing developers to once again raise funds through bond sales, and stock exchanges are
accelerating the approval of bond issuance by property developers. Greentown Group raised

On January 13, the CBRC announced a crackdown on illegal loans to real estate
projects, specifically targeting financing for land procurement.

•
On January 29, the Shanghai branch of the CBRC tightened rules on acquisition
loans for property projects, threatening fines and suspended licences for banks that
fail to enforce them. The Shanghai CBRC also prohibited banks from providing any
sort of loans to property projects without sufficient documentation.

•

companies in asset management products known as “plans” — a well-known channel for disguised
lending — contracted by Rmb3.5tn. 

Having clamped down on riskier forms of shadow lending, regulators are now putting the squeeze
on trust companies. In December, the China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC) warned
banks against working with trusts to divert funds into real estate, local government financing
vehicles or the stock market. Correspondingly, issuance of new trust products slumped in the first
quarter as the approval process slowed and financing costs increased. Average trust yields are
nearing 8 per cent, while smaller developers are routinely paying more than 10 per cent to borrow. 

FT Confidential Research YESTERDAY

The dynamics of real estate funding in China are shifting. The industry’s access to banks and trust
companies is being tightened as the government escalates its campaign to rein in financial risk.
Developers are being allowed back into the bond market to raise funds, but this is no repeat of
2016’s resort to stimulus; regulators are instead sensitive to the heightened risk of defaults in the
face of record bond maturities this year. 

Trusts feel the regulatory pinch . . .
Trusts were the main source of developer financing last year, with outstanding loans rising 60 per
cent to an estimated Rmb2.3tn ($365bn), driven by a 51.4 per cent surge in new product issuance. 

A surge in credit through one of the mainstays of China’s shadow finance industry sits oddly with
the government’s pledge to tackle financial system excesses. But regulators tolerated increased
trust lending last year as they squeezed riskier shadow loan structures. Total trust assets under
management rose around Rmb6tn even as the amount held by brokerage firms and fund

EM Squared FT Confidential Research

Bonds are back as Chinese developers shift funding sources 

Rmb2bn in five-year bonds on the Shanghai Stock Exchange on March 8 — the proposal had been
held up by regulators for 16 months. Both onshore and offshore bond issuance by developers rose
significantly in March. Offshore issuance — which jumped nearly 257 per cent last year owing to
onshore restrictions — hit Rmb113.7bn in the first quarter.

It is important to note that the ramp-up in bond issuance this year does not amount to a policy
relaxation akin to 2015 and 2016, when constraints were loosened to help fund a development
surge and shore up economic growth. The outlook for 2018 is for slower real estate fixed-asset
investment growth because of the leadership’s concern about the role that the sector has played in
generating financial system risk. 



RESOLUCIÓN (CONT.)

• A lo anterior se suma la decisión del PCCH de avanzar con 
la liberalización financiera (Nov 2013), incluido: 

• BANCA: Mayor protagonismo de las entidades financieras privadas. Permitir la 
quiebra de entidades en problemas. Creación de un sistema de garantías depósitos. 
Avanzar con la inclusión del capital privado en la banca pública 

• EQUITY & BONOS: Profundizar el mercado de capitales 

• Avanzar con apertura de la cuenta de capital 

• INTERNACIONALIZACION del RMB, inclusión la canasta de monedas del FMI 

Reducir la debilidad y minimizar los des-balances 
resulta crítico antes de abrir el sistema financiero local 

al mundo



RESOLUCIÓN (CONT.)

• La magnitud que ha tomado las posiciones fuera de balance 
termina x AFECTAR la POLITICA MONETARIA TRADICIONAL 

• Como recuperar efectividad? 

• Mantener sendero de liberalización (x caso, avanzar con la desregulación 
de la tasa de interés), lo permitiría 

• Trabajar sobre INCENTIVOS que hoy favorecen a la acumulación de K - 
avanzando sobre regulación que aún pesan sobre la tasa de i pasiva 

• REGULAR financiamiento en moneda extranjera (HOGARES), que hoy 
crece de forma descontrolada  

• Fortalecer el mercado de capitales



CONCLUSIONES

• A priori el nivel de endeudamiento no impone 
grandes riesgos, mucho menos a nivel global 

• CHINA cuenta con amplia flexibilidad en el ámbito fiscal, tanto 
como recursos financieros para hacer frente a empresas con 
problemas 

• Además, escasa presencia de deudores particulares 
(endeudamiento afecta al sector público: SOEs - SOBs - 
Municipios) 

• Endeudamiento a nivel local, deuda externa MINIMA 

• En definitiva, en el CP la fortaleza de la economía ni del sistema 
financiero parecían estar en duda. 



CONCLUSIONES (CONT.)

• El endeudamiento de alguna manera se asocia con el “viejo modelo”  

• De continuar el boom, los desajustes se profundizarán: el peligro de 
crisis se agrava 

• Se necesita de una política clara del gobierno para desinflar el boom, y 
también avanzar con la regulación del sistema no bancario 

• Mantener los presentes niveles de deuda le quita grados de libertad, 
en materia de política fiscal y monetaria: necesario avanzar en la 
resolución / imprescindibles para lograr el consenso político 

Xi Jinping ha calificado al problema como una de las 
3 batallas claves a encararse en los próximos 3 años



CONCLUSIONES - cambio de tendencia

• Comparando el 1er cuatrimestre 
del corriente año respecto al año 
anterior, se observa una cad del 
64% - uno 274 mil millones de 
dólares).  

• La situación comienza a cambiar en 
2013, cuando asume Xi Jinping  

• BALS / TSF pasa del 50% al 15% en 
el último mes de Abril - monto no 
lejano al 8% observado en 2002. 

• TSF TSF también cae en un 14 % 
($110bn), lo cual genera un fuerte 
impacto en la economía doméstica

The picture began to change with the start of President Xi Jinping’s first term in 2013, as our
second chart confirms. Shadow banking’s share of TSF has since fallen from nearly 50 per cent to
just 15 per cent by April, almost back to the 8 per cent level of 2002. TSF had already slowed to 2.4
times GDP in 2014 to 2017.

The start of Mr Xi’s second term has seen him in effect take charge of the economy through the
mechanism of his central leading groups. He has also been able to place his supporters in key
positions to help ensure alignment as the policy changes are rolled out.

This year’s lending data are therefore likely to set a precedent for the future, rather than being a
one-off blip. Although some of the shadow lending was reabsorbed in the official sector, TSF
actually fell 14 per cent ($110bn) in the first four months of the year. Already the economy is
noticing the impact. Auto sales, for example, which at the height of the stimulus programme grew
more than 50 per cent in 2009 and by a third in 2010, have seen just 3 per cent growth so far this
year.

The downturn also confirms the importance of Mr
Xi’s decision to make “financial deleveraging” the
first of his promised “three tough battles” to secure
China’s goal of becoming a “moderately prosperous

beyondbrics
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MUCHAS GRACIAS
Leonardo E. Stanley 
(lstanley@cedes.org)

President Xi Jinping clearly knows he faces a tough battle to control leverage
Paul Hodges and Daniël de Blocq van Scheltinga YESTERDAY

China’s shadow banking sector has been a major source of speculative lending to the global
economy. But 2018 has seen it entering its end-game, as our first chart shows, collapsing by 64 per
cent in renminbi terms in January to April from the same period last year (by $274bn in dollar
terms).

The start of the year is usually a peak period for lending, with banks getting new quotas for the
year.

The downturn was also noteworthy as it marked the end of China’s lending bubble, which began in
2009 after the financial crisis. Before then, China’s total social financing (TSF), which includes
official and shadow lending, had averaged 2 times gross domestic product in the period from 2002
to 2008. But between 2009 and 2013, it jumped to 3.2 times GDP as China’s stimulus programme
took off.

It is no accident, for example, that China’s Tier 1 cities boast some of the highest house price-to-
earnings ratios in the world or, indeed, that Chinese buyers have dominated key areas of the global
property market in recent years.

Opinion beyondbrics

China’s lending bubble is history

PAUL HODGES

mailto:lstanley@cedes.org

